MEETING NOTES – (Includes updates eff. 4/9/12)
Monday, March 26, 2012
3:00 – 4:30pm (UPD Conference Room)

Board Members Present:
Laty Johnson, Chair
Recia McCormick-Pearson, Co-Chair
Donna Placzek, EHS
Audrey Wade, Recorder

Members in Attendance:

CPAB ROSTER 3/26/12 (Audrey)

Convene Winter Quarter Meeting:

Hodges opens meeting – some history, CPAB has been around for 9-years – issued Laty Johnson the first CPAB gavel.

Chief Hodges – explains UPD location and sworn officers (CSUEB is the only CPAB within the CSU).

1. GUEST SPEAKER: CHIEF HODGES – Discussed campus hosting Urban Shield operation held 1 of 35 scenarios on CSUEB October 2011; Not sure if CSUEB will participate in 2012; Family is his priority.

2. UPDATE ON CRIME STATISTICS

Laty: explains the meeting dates – Jennifer Miranda will be guest speaker in May

(passed out UPD Summary Statistics Activity Report (Jan-Feb-Mar 2012) there is a more detailed report Laty noticed quite a few incidents in Housing...then it moves to Judicial Affairs (student conduct violations/sanctions (Carol Nowicki) – Research installing a sub-station in Pioneer Heights to help out with statutory violation, student code of conduct and then there is a housing conduct violations. (eviction, expulsion etc.) Under aged drinking, marijuana, outside visitors. CPAB gives ideas to greater community - How can we work together for any recurring incidents? Noted by the Activity Report – noticed a lot of calls for Pioneer Heights, auto burglary.

Hodges: Personal Safety – Workplace violence (classes/offices) Problems with failure to report some disregard early warning signs & early intervention. Housing => now a camera project (it is expensive BUT effective) Some don’t like the “Big Brother”. Cameras can help out with identification of people and property – most are crimes of opportunity.

3. MOST RECENT UPD/CPAB – (Lessons Learned) (Kevin Gonzales) (see hand-out on upcoming events) * May: Self-defense classes (2-hour classes: Sorority, Housing & athletes) separate for women and men. Also personal safety. “Break the Silence – Speak out on Violence”. Also “Take Back the Night” on domestic violence and sexual assault.
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*Faulty Doors: in VBT, MI and Science – Facilities not responding. Send a letter of concern to VP? How do we get this to be handled quickly? High risk factor...Clery Act. UPDATE: CPAB met with Bob Andrews and Chief Hodges on this issue – Outcome: Doors are in the process of being repaired and Bob will be joining future CPAB meetings.

UPDATE: **"Active Shooter" Preparedness in April and drill in RAW June 2012
*Personal Safety – Workplace Violence (classroom/office) failure to report – early warning signs

a. **CCW UPDATE (Jan G.)** Started in SA building – 17 people are signed up for this sub-committee of CPAB – good presence on 3rd floor (PEMSA) – Need help on 1 and 2 floor and also on 4th floor. Goal was to start in SA building then move on to other buildings. We have asked MB, CSCI,... Obstacles with person-2-person....feel we are at a stalemate. Sgt. Gonzales began it and would like to see it grow to other locations.

b. **UNIVERSITY SAFETY COMMITTEE (Donna Placzek)**
There are some things that overlap. Dogs on campus – posting signs on leashes. UPD is a standing item on agenda. Discussion on campus pedestrians safety – emergency preparedness. There are assembly signs @ VBT, CSCI and SA. BSA’s are now: The Volunteer Team Leaders – 4/17/2012 CAMPUS WIDE DRILL – Injury and Illness is discussed with Jill Millican. Also, disabled parking requirements are being enforced. A lot to address in our meetings. UPDATE: Regarding the concerns the safety at cross-walks (or lack there of), discussions with UPD, Facilities and EH&S on proposed solutions.

4. **NEW TOPICS:**
   a) UPD CALENDAR OF EVENTS – See Sgt. Gonzales’s gave verbal report
   b) GESA Governor’s Award – would you like to apply?? YES the “Ayes” have it!!!
   c) Break-out Team Concept (Recia)UPD Thanksgiving Food Drive - Holiday Toy-drive (Yolanda) – Cops & Coffee – Holiday Party – Educational Workshops – Strategic Planning (Governance). Communications: SharePoint site?? (Laty) (UPD Survey – service)

NEXT MEETING: THURSDAY, MAY 17, 2012 at 3:00-4:00pm in SHCS Conference Room -- See you there!